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Overview collaboration strategy

• Seamless integration in DCI ecosystem
• Specific approach to technology partnerships
• Direct, pragmatic and proactive relationships with users of the middleware
• Works with EMI
DCI Collaboration

- Dedicated to the specific collaboration program among the six DCI projects
  - EDGI
  - EGI_InSPIRE
  - EMI
  - IGE
  - StratusLab,
  - VENUS-C

- Common document in the works
EMI in the DCI Collaboration

**Requirements**
- PR, Exploitation

**Mainteance & Support**
- Joint dissemination

- Technology previews
- Technology bridging

- Middleware able to run on OpenNebula
- Requirements for Virtual appliances for Grid services, access to virtual testbeds

- StratusLab

- Standards, Interop, Support for Globus components
- Middleware able to run on Venus-C technology

- Venus-C

- Initiative for Globus in Europe
Technology collaboration approach

- EMI participation in standardization activities => pragmatic, goal-oriented, proactive
  - Collaboration with SIENA
- Commercial partnerships:
  - Google (MoU in place)
  - Red Hat (discussions ongoing)
Technical user collaboration

• Our highest priority is to produce middleware that satisfies the needs of our users

• In particular, we wish to work with site administrators, application developers, developers of application integration software (e.g. portals), developers of complementary services, etc.

• Several contacts with these communities and VRC representatives are already established

• Collaborations with ESFRI technical representatives are gradually emerging
Technical user collaboration

• Flexible collaboration environment:
  – MoUs
  – Workshops / Special meetings
  – Arrange usability studies
  – Support for project proposals
  – SLAs
  – EMI Web community
  – For developers of applications, high level tools, portals, etc., a specific tailored program...
Works with EMI

- Based on MoU
- EMI Technology Preview
- Access to EMI development testbed for validation of implementation of functional requirements
- Dedicated technical support
- Works-with-EMI community tools
Improving the User Experience

• We are here to listen
• Two user community presentations, followed by general discussion
• Suggestions for further collaboration channels are welcome
Thank you!
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